Become Microsoft Certified

Learn more at: microsoft.com/certifications

- **Azure**
  - Fundamentals: Azure Fundamentals (AZ-900), Azure AI Fundamentals (AZ-906)
  - Data Fundamentals: DP-900

- **Dynamics 365**
  - Fundamentals: MB-900

- **Microsoft 365**
  - Fundamentals: MB-910, MB-920

- **Power Platform**
  - Fundamentals: PL-910

- **Security, Compliance, and Identity**
  - Fundamentals: SC-900

**Role-based**

- **Fundamentals**: Master the basics
  - Azure: Azure Administrator Associate (AZ-104), Azure Administrator Associate (AZ-103), Azure Solutions Architect Expert (AZ-306), Azure Security Engineer Associate (AZ-500), Azure Data Scientist Associate (KP-900), Azure Database Administrator Associate (KP-900)
  - Microsoft 365: Microsoft Certified: Endpoint Administrator Expert (MB-182), Messaging Administrator Associate (MB-182), Teams Administrator Associate (MB-700), Dynamics 365 Certified: Enterprise Cloud Architect (MB-290)
  - Power Platform: Power Platforms Developer Associate (PL-100), Power Platform Developer Associate (PL-400), Power Platform Solution Architect Expert (PL-600)

- **Certifications**
  - Expert certification
  - This certification has prerequisites
  - Exam requirements

- **Technical Skills**
  - Expand your technical skill set

- **Specialty**
  - Deepen your technical skills and manage industry solutions

- **Fundamentals**
  - Master the basics

- **Dynamics 365**
  - Finance Functional Consultant Associate (MB-300, MB-310)
  - Supply Chain Management Functional Consultant Expert (MB-300, MB-330)

- **Microsoft 365**
  - Dynamics 365: Finance and Operations Apps Developer Associate (MB-300, MB-500)
  - Business Central Functional Consultant Associate (MB-800)
  - Finance and Operations Apps Solution Architect Expert (MB-700)

- **Power Platform**
  - App Maker Associate (PL-100)
  - Developer Associate (PL-400)
  - Solution Architect Expert (PL-600)

- **Security, Compliance, and Identity**
  - Cybersecurity Architect Expert (SC-100)
  - Information Protection Administrator Associate (SC-410)

- **Azure for SAP**
  - Workloads Specialty (AZ-120)

- **Customer Data**
  - Platforms Specialty (MB-260)

- **Cybersecurity**
  - Azure Cloud Architect Expert (AZ-101)
  - Azure Cloud Engineer Associate (AZ-103)
  - Azure Frontline Incident Response Expert (AZ-102)

- **AI**
  - Azure AI Engineer Associate (AI-102)
  - Azure AI Fundamentals (AI-900)

- **Data**
  - Azure Data Engineer Associate (DP-900)
  - Azure Data Engineer Associate (DP-900)
  - Azure Data Engineer Associate (DP-900)

- **Developer**
  - Azure Developer Associate (AZ-204)
  - DevOps Engineer Expert (AZ-204)
  - DevOps Engineer Expert (AZ-204)

- **Enterprise**
  - Azure Marketing and Operations Apps Developer Associate (MB-300)

- **Office 365**
  - Microsoft Certified: Office 365 Pro-Plus Administrator (MB-300)

- **Power BI**
  - Data Analyst Associate (PL-300)

- **Power Platform**
  - App Maker Associate (PL-100)
  - Developer Associate (PL-400)
  - Solution Architect Expert (PL-600)

- **Power Automate RPA**
  - Developer Associate (PL-500)

- **Security, Compliance, and Identity**
  - Security Operations Analyst Associate (SC-200)
  - Identity and Access Administrator Associate (SC-300)
  - Information Protection Administrator Associate (SC-410)